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In this paper we discuss how mass literacy (Brandt 2009) has affected and to an extent changed the 

way we receive and share health information. Parents or future parents of a child with a congenital 

heart defect engage in literacy events where they seek information about their child’s condition and 

try to understand their health situation and the decisions they need to take. In a context of 

abundant sources, these parents seem to do much more than just passively receive information; 

instead they seem to selectively collect pieces of information and process them by means of cross-

checking and entering in dialogue with other related actors. An additional way of processing 

information and understanding their children’s diagnosis is by sharing the information and 

knowledge they have obtained. Parents or future parents of children with heart defect participate in 

online forums and write blogs about their experiences and the health condition of their children. In 

this paper, we wish to explore the dominant role of writing as a literacy activity (Brandt 2009) and 

the forms that writing takes in the field of health literacy. Additionally, we want to examine the 

effects of writing on parent’s newly constructed identities (e.g. as bloggers, as forum participants) 

and meaning making processes. The material is consisted of online forum discussions, blogs and in-

depth interviews with parents that initiate or participate in them, and is part of the linguistic 

Swedish research project Health literacy and knowledge formation in information society. The results 

can contribute to the theory of literacy and, in specific, to an understanding of the role of writing as 

an activity in the health literacy context.  
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